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Abstract  

The Introduction  -  The Brief of Research 
The subject of motivation has got a lot of interesting from researchers and specialists in all fields of 

Humanitarian knowledge, because the motivation has a Fundamental importance to guide the Humanitarian 

behavior to achieve the aim and the pursued purpose. The motivation and stimulation of behavior don't actualize 

only, when the element of ego is existed and it is the continuous motivation of people to achieve its purpose, 

because this immortal visit gave   great cultural and mental lessons to humble persons in regard to development 

of the spiritual side for them and multiply their faith, Scientist, thinker, religious men and speakers strove be 

head of  their thoughts for visitors that increase theirs strength and awareness that in reality we see of visit  Imam 

Hussein (peace be upon him).All the gathering comes to Karbala from hundred kilometers that include The 

various ages , youngster, old men and women. All the those persons challenged difficulties and a bitter death   

completely? for the sake of Imam Hussein (peace be upon him).  

Where arose questions and the main questions are:  

1-what is the secret that makes all those visitors come to Karbala from all sides and they forgot all the challenges 

and difficulties in the way during walking for days and nights and they donate for sake of glorify God's rites 

2- The lack of effectiveness and diversity of temptations to visitors during the visit that contribute in the creation 

of enthusiasm and stimulation for them that  stimulate them to walk a long distances and endure pain and 

suffering and  sacrifice precious and valuable for sake to visit of Imam Hussein (peace be upon  him) who 

sacrifice himself and his family In order to raise the banner of Islam  High and preserve to say right word and 

preservation of rights and the Quran's  contents  etc. Therefor it's have to prepare educative person for Hussein's 

case, he has Responsibility not a care and has sentiment not a slogan and understand it's  Epic and perform it's 

thoughts away from groan's emotion in order to appear   In greatest image of humanity that resists    materialism 

and  lives respectably  freely  and safety . 

 

Frist/ the research Aims :  
1-knowing the effect weakness of motivation for visitors (males and females) from  

    inside Iraq and other countries. 

2- Knowing the effect average of motivation for visitors (males and females) from  

     inside Iraq and other countries. 

3- Knowing the effect intensity of motivation for visitors (males and females) from  

     inside Iraq and other countries. 

 

Secondly/ the research Importance; 

       Considering the great mystery through all the eras and times That requires us to go into the secret of 

motivation which makes the visitors comes to Karbala walking whose don't confess in law of death fear but they 

yearning death and adore it , so that the death became unwelcome from them and they don't fear it and the 

different challenges that they face them , on the top their economic status ,The research considers the first of its 

kind according to knowledge of researchers that it's subject include The effect of motivation at visitors of Imam 

Hussein (peace be upon him), as the forty visit  is model that make us go deep  at The visit of Millions That 

increases year after year lovers by the thousands of visitors  from children and youth and the elderly and the 

elders of males and females from different states and countries, , So available venerable desire engendered 

among researchers and those interested in this matter ,To provide a great service to the civilization of their 

country in order to be proud of in front of the other people, In terms of originality and ingenuity to prove the 

existence of the issue of the defense of Islam in general , In particular we are surrounded by the era of 

globalization , rumors , illusions, myths that launched its campaign by the enemies of humanity and conscience 

from everywhere belonging to Islam and outside of Islam, we should provide assistance to scientific, 
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professional and the administration that responsible for the organization of the visit in which millions of people 

in the service of visitors for cultural promotion including fit for the immortal epic With the advice of the 

planning for the best research in view of the administration's efforts to contain the visitors and provides food and 

rest and the promotion of culture Al-hussainia for them and disclose the force levels motivating for them, 

 

Third/a measures Search 

1. The Search sample / 

A random  sample of a group of visitors from various Iraqi governorates. As well as some of the Asian and 

African States and the European and American (male and female) Heading to the holy city of Karbala for the 

revival of the Al-Husseiniyya rituals in the visit the 40th whose number (828) visitors in 2012. 

 

A census of visitor arrivals from various Iraqi governorates heading to Karbala in the anniversary of the fortieth 

day of Imam Al-Hussein (peace be upon him) 

 

A sample visitor arrivals from various Iraqi governorates to revive the visit of the 40th = 604 

The number of visitors coming from different Iraqi provinces to visit neighborhoods Arbain:- 

 Province name  Number of Visitors  

Babylon  139  

kut  34  

Basra  140  

Najaf  39  

Mosul  6  

Diwaniya  47  

Nasseria  77  

Baghdad  21  

Samawa  40  

Holy Karbala  15  

Diyala  7  

Kirkuk  9  

Missan  30  

total  604  

 

And a sample visitor arrivals of some countries of the world in the visit of fortieth day of Imam Al-Hussein 

(peace be upon him) heading to Holy Karbala =242 

Visitor arrivals missing from some countries of the world to visit neighborhoods Arbain  
   name countries   Visitors number  

  Iranian Republic  36  

Republic of Lebanon  13  

  Bahrain  135  

Republic of Sudan  2  

  Saudi Arabia  35  

United kingdom  1  

  Republic of Pakistan  1  

Kuwait   17  

United Arab Emirates  1  

Amman  1  

TOTAL  242  

 

The motivating measure :- (spring, 2011) 

2-The Final Application/ 

The test was applied to the sample members after translated by Mohammad Shehata Rabee and defines by Dr. 

Asaad AL-Emara, After reading all words well against the person and understanding it very well and put  the 

mark true before the appropriate choice whereat agree with his condition, Where his stays was very high this 

indicates the sensitivity of the test in the measurement of motivating, note that the test is suitable for age 16 years 

and above . 

Class 36-45 refers there is a lack of motivation among the visitors. 

Class 46-55 indicating the achievement motivation among visitors is the appropriate degree. 

Class 56-65 indicates the achievement motivation among visitors is a very high degree. 
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Measure of motivation and satisfaction in order to visit of Imam Hussein (peace be upon him) 

 

Age:…………….    Gender:……………..    Province..…………: 

Not fully 

applicable  

Do not 

apply  

Neutral 

No 

opinion 

for me  

Apply 

Completely 
Apply  The phrase  NO  

          

Know what is required from me to visit Al-

Hussein (p.u.h.) of goodwill and sincerity 

and honesty.  

1  

          

The walking Shows me the importance of 

visit Al-Hussein (p.u.h) including its victory 

and rejected injustice and submission.  

2  

          
I get respect and attention by others at  

visiting of Imam Hussein (p.u.h) 
3  

          
I get words of thanks and praise when I help 

Hussein's visitors (p.u.h)  
4  

          

I feel I have an important role and to serve 

visitors for the satisfaction of God and 

Imam Hussein (p.u.h) 

5  

          

I walk to Karbala with my friends for the 

principles of humanity and dignity and 

freedom  

6  

          

I compete with my colleagues to serve 

Hussein's Processions and lift ardent 

slogans.  

7  

          
My will Get higher  whenever I  visit Imam 

(p.u.h) 
8  

          

I employ all my own strength  to resurrect 

Hussein's rites , the service of God and his 

Messenger  

9  

          

I participate on Contribute for sake  of  

revival of rites and service visitors of the 

Imam Hussein (p.u.h)  

10  

          
 I Feel the psychological comfort when I 

join the marching to Imam Hussein (p.u.h)  
11  

          
I feel embarrassed when I do not participate 

in the visit of al- Hussein (p.u.h)  
12  

          
I visit Imam Hussein (p.u.h)Despite threats 

and explosions.  
13  
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When the test is applied and corrected according to the patch keys the results are  : -  

 

  Results/first/Iraqi visitors 

    
The Results number of examined Iraqi visitors (male and female) as patch keys with descent and interpret their 

results as follows: 

 

Result Degree 56-65 Degree 46-55 Degree 36-45 Topic 

604 474 113 17 
Number of examined 

Iraqis 

100% 78% 19% 3%  
The proportion of 

examined 

 

The existence 

of very strong  

motivation  in 

the visit 

The existence of 

appropriate  motivation  in 

the visit 

Lack of motivation on the 

visit and have no specific 

opinion 

Interpret the results for  

degree of examiners  

 

  

 Secondly /Arab and foreign visitors  
 

The Results number of examined Arab and foreign visitors (male and female) as patch keys with descent and 

interpret their results as follows: 

Result Degree 56-65 Degree 46-55 Degree 36-45 Topic 

242 152 73 17 
Number of examined 

from Arab and foreign 

100% 63% 30% 7% 
The proportion of 

examined 

 

The existence 

of very strong  

motivation  in 

the visit 

The existence of 

appropriate  motivation  in 

the visit 

Lack of motivation on the 

visit and have no specific 

opinion 

Interpret the results for 

degree of examiners 

 

Data tables: clarify the following.: 
-the Checked Category that it's ranges between Degree (36 - 45) indicates that there is no clear reason of 

motivation in the visit of 40th and they do not have a specific opinion. 

 

-The Checked category of degree (46-55), they had reasons for appropriate motivation at the visit of the forty. 

 

-Checked category of degree (56-65) had very strong reasons for motivation at visit. 

  
First: the conclusions 

  
1-The existing of  strong motivation of the Iraqi visitors numbers  (male and female)  

 by 78 % while there is the least index of motivating for number of Arab and foreigners visitors  (male and 

female) by 63 % that indicates the Iraqis people  understand Al-hussaine's issue  with in their feeling and slogan 

more than others ,in terms of the diversity of different motivation to revive the Husseine's decrees and 

ceremonies  . 

  

2-The existence of acceptable motivation for numbers of Iraqis visitors (male and female) by 19 % while the 

motivation has founded by the highest level of motivation for number of Arab visitors and foreigners (male and 

female) by 30%, this explains the number of Iraqi visitors were few wherefrom the motivating average compared 

to the number of Arab visitors and foreigners were more.  
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3- The existence of index for motivation  is a very small number of Iraqis visitors (males and females) 3 % 

percent while found a higher level to Arab visitors and foreigners (males and females) by 7% this explains that 

the Iraqis visitors who did not have the real motivation in understanding the Al-hussainia's issue and  the purpose 

of intended  motivation  in the visit were less in comparison to the number of Arab visitors and foreigners which 

their percentage were the highest . 

 

Secondly: recommendations 

  
1-Perform A similar study to measure the percentage of motivation for  men as well as women both individually 

and comparison between them forcoming  visitors from other countries. 

2-perform a similar study for a variable motivation of positive actual  believe for -visitors in general, wherefrom 

of belief and principle and not from kindliness . 

 

3. involve Relevant authorities at the Husseine's case in fruitful cooperation, especially religious shrines and the 

Shiah ,Sunni and Christian Waqf and humanitarian organizations and taking theirs recommendations for the 

substance of the case that Imam Hussein (p.u.h) is the past, present and future of all the nation and he is message  

of all religions in general to renounce violence, injustice and raise a logo of the tolerance and love and 

familiarity. 

 

4- deploy of Husseine culture especially the lives of Imam Al-Hussein,( peace be upon him )from the begin of 

his life even his martyrdom at contractors and the heads of the campaigns to sacred shrines in general and to 

Karbala especially , in order to know this lofty edifice , which blessed from  the Almighty of heaven and earth 

over the centuries and getting Hadiths of Prophethood into account to get advantage from them all the mankind 

in various Islamic states to raise the level of enthusiasm and motivation from it's lesson  and  it's sadness and not 

only from it's sadness .  

 

5 -Focus on content of human thought that rejects tyranny and calling for freedom and social justice for all 

positive values. 

  

    6--involve all cultural organizations and institutions that put programs through joint planning and coordination 

that don't make this ritual visit is temporary and has a material aspects, but should make that visit is  cultural , 

developmental and religious to consolidate noble Spirit that emerged from the House of the Prophet and Jewel of 

revelation that sows it's correct values and urge visitors with different levels of culture and ideas on the need for 

commitment of Imam Husayn's  sought (p.u.h) and sacrificed his pure soul and his family and companions for 

sake of Islam , peace be upon them. 
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